AAC JUDGE'S AGREEMENT & RECONCILIATION
JUDGE:
CLUB/EVENT:
TRIAL (& TRAVEL) DATES:

EXPENSES:
Air Travel:
Airfare ............................................................................................................................. $
Parking ($/day x #days) .................................................................................................. $
Other Transportation (Taxi/Limo, vehicle rental + gas, ground travel) ........................... $
Mileage:
The host group is responsible for the transportation of the judge to and from the assignment. If the judge prefers to
drive their own or a rental vehicle, it is the host club's discretion to cover the entire cost or the equivalent of a flight,
whichever is the lesser of the two. The judge and host group may agree to another arrangement or mileage rate, but
expenses should be agreed upon prior to the acceptance of the assignment.

From:

To:

# of kilometers

Return: Yes

No

@ $0.50 per kilometer = ....................................... $

Misc. Expenses:
The following are reasonable expenses that a judge may incur in order to take the assignment. Accommodation is
covered by the host group and although billeting may be offered to the judge, the judge is not obligated to accept that
option. The judge and host group may agree to other arrangements but expenses should be disclosed & agreed
upon prior to the acceptance of the assignment.

Meals (travel &/or trial days)

$

Hotel/Motel (billeting @ judge's discretion)

$

Printing/Photocopying

$

Kenneling/Pet Care Fees

$

Other

$

TOTAL EXPENSES ....................................................................................................... $

JUDGING FEES:
Judges, at their discretion, may agree to another arrangement. If no other arrangement is made, this is the minimum
that AAC stipulates. Host groups may offer more per run and/or a judge's gift IF that is their policy.
One Judge: Minimum of $100/day or $1.25/run, whichever is greater, to a maximum of 250 runs/day. Extra runs
$3.00/run.
Note: wrt team relay, it is $1.25/dog.
Two or More Judges:
Minimum of $50/day or $1.25/run, whichever is greater, to a maximum of 250 runs/day.
Extra runs $3.00/run.
Note: wrt team relay, it is $1.25/dog.
Max. Number of Courses:

Day #1:

Day #2:

Day #3:

9 courses/day/judge. Extra Courses $50.00/course.
Special, Veterans & Junior Handlers are NOT considered a separate class.

# of runs (</= 250)

@ $1.25 (or $______) ................................. $

# of runs (> 250)

@ $3.00 ...................................................... $

# of courses > 9

@ $50.00..................................................... $

# of runs (</= 250)

@ $1.25 (or $______) ................................. $

# of runs (> 250)

@ $3.00 ....................................................... $

# of courses > 9

@ $50.00..................................................... $

# of runs (</= 250)

@ $1.25 (or $______) ................................. $

# of runs (> 250)

@ $3.00 ....................................................... $

# of courses > 9

@ $50.00..................................................... $

TOTAL JUDGING FEES ................................................................................................ $
Minus cost of flying a dog &/or hotel pet fees (if not covered by host) ..................................................$
Minus cost of trial entry fees (if not covered by host) ............................................................................$

TOTAL AMOUNT OWING .....................................................................................$

